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(Stone Age)





What does Prehistoric mean?

Pre means Before and Historic means Written Record

So prehistoric refers to the

“time period before the written record or before the written language.”

or

“The period before the invention of writing system is called 
prehistoric.”

Writing emerged at different times in different parts of the world. The earliest writing is found in 
ancient Mesopotamia, c. 3200 B.C.E



• Often, art history texts begin 
with the prehistoric art of 
Europe. However, very early art 
is found worldwide.

• Prehistoric artifacts have been 
found widely spread throughout 
Europe, Russia, Africa and China



Introduction of Prehistoric Art

Prehistoric art belongs to the Stone Age when stone implements were widely 
used.

Prehistoric Art is divided into three periods:

• Paleolithic - Old Stone Age

• Mesolithic - Middle Stone Age

• Neolithic – New Stone Age

Who were Homo sapiens?



Types of Prehistoric Art

There are several forms of prehistoric artifacts and art work. 

These are:

• Petroglyphs - (cupules, rock carving and engraving)

• Pictographs - (cave paintings and drawing)

• Prehistoric Sculpture - (ivory carving and relief sculpture)

• Megalithic Art - (means structures made of such large stones, put 
together without the use of mortar or cement)



• Paleolithic Period: (25,000 until around 10,000 BCE)

During this period people started to settle near river and lakes where 
they started the first pictorial manifestations in their surroundings. 
They were still nomadic they were moved from place to place. 

• Mesolithic Period: (12,000 – 7000 BCE)

During this period people learned to hunt in groups and to fish, and 
began to learn how to domesticate animals and plants. It was a period 
of climatic instability.

• Neolithic Period: 

Human were settling themselves down into agrarian societies. It was 
the time of climatic stability and people begin to construct permanent 
villages. 



Prehistoric Cave Paintings 

• Lascaux Caves, France (15,000-13,0000 BCE)

• Around 15,000 B.C.., ancient hunters drew and painted important life 
events on cave walls. These are now called the Lascaux Cave Paintings 
and are found in France. 

In 1940, a group of Young boys discovered the caves by accident. They 
had been untouched until then. The Pictures in the caves tell us a lot 
about the lives of our Prehistoric ancestors. 











Material for Cave Painting

• Primitive “paint” (ground minerals) 

• Feathers 

• Moss 

• Fur 

• Chewed sticks 

• Finger painting 

• “spray Paint” 



Prehistoric Sculpture





Prehistoric Tools



Prehistoric Architecture




